
February Vacation Art Workshops
2017

Monday, 20  th    
9:30-11:00 ages 7 and up “Drawing   Dragons  ” If you like scaly, fire breathing dragons then this is 
the class for you, draw a large dragon using all sort of materials.
11:15-12:45 ages 7 and up “Mixed Media” We will be using paint, watercolor, paper, ribbon, but-
tons, keys along with other objects to create mixed media cards and boxes.
1:00-2:30 ages 7 and up “Miniature   C  anvas  ” Paint anything and everything on 4x4 and 5x5 can-
vas..Think Small!

Tuesday, 21  st  
9:30-11:00 ages 8 and up “Weaving” Using a small loom, learn to weave colorful yarns into fun 
textures while adding buttons and other objets to create a wall hanging.
11:15-12:45 ages 8 and up “Design a Sketch Book Cover” You will get an 8x10 canvas sketch book 
that you can paint, marker, draw on to make it one-of-a-kind!
1:00-2:30 ages 7 and up “Jelly Fish” Let’s pretend it’s summer and make colorful, shimmery jelly-
fish, making them out of recycled objects.

Wednesday, 22  nd  
9:30-11:00 ages 7 and up “Goofy Masks” You will get a styrofoam face to turn into any goofy face
you want using all sorts of materials and paint.
11:15-12:45 ages 7 and up “Sand Paintings” Who doesn't like to play in the sand! Using glue to 
draw out a design then filling it in with colored sand.
1:00-2:30 ages 9 an up “Drawing   Greek   Columns  ” Using pen & ink to draw a Greek iconic archi-
tecture column, then using watercolor to create a monochromatic painting.

Friday,24  th  
9:30-11:00 ages 8 and up “Mason Jar Bank” Mason jars painted and decorated make for a cool 
bank to save your money in!
11:15-12:45 ages 7 and up “ Cave Paintings” Draw large prehistoric figures on large brown paper 
using paint, oil pastel, charcoal and sand.

    

All classes are  $18, includes all materials 
1/2 payment to save a spot, balance due on the first day of classes.

E-mail Pamela at pwmurphy@verizon.net or class 508-278-378
Call ahead to reserve your spot, space limited
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